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The Myer Centre 

"All Under One Roof"

Shop, workout, have a hair cut and eat a hearty meal all under the one

roof. This center features over 120 specialty stores, as well as the Myer

store, Fernwood Female Fitness Centre, cafes and a food court. Buy

yourself a new outfit, browse in a bookshop or find the perfect gift for a

friend. Then relax in a cafe with a cappuccino, or choose from the wide

selection of delicious meals in the terrace Food Court. And before the "I've-

eaten-too-much" guilt sets in, work out in the exclusive, women only gym.

 +61 8 8212 1200  www.myercentreadelaides

hopping.com.au/

 myer_centre_adelaide@cfs

pm.com.au

 Rundle Street, Rundle Mall,

Adelaide SA

 by soyalina   

Niki Belle 

"The World of Fashion"

The next time you require something trendy for a weekend party or get-

together, head to Niki Belle. This amazing designer store showcases a

number of labels like Bronx & Banco, Nookie, By Johnny, Acler and

Zhivago. The designs and style are in keeping with the latest fashions and

are sure to set you apart from the crowd.

 +61 8 7225 1191  nikibelle.com.au/  Sales@nikibelle.com.au  3/185 The Parade, Adelaide

SA
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Sooki 

"Fashionable You"

Sooki is a powerful name in the fashion circles of the city. The designs and

patterns that are a part of the collection are sported by many celebrities

and dignitaries. Here one can find many colors and styles, each one

successful in flattering the form and enhancing the appeal of the wearer.

The prices are on the higher side, but the clothes are well worth the

money.

 +61 8 8332 0704  sooki.com.au/  240 The Parade, Norwood SA

 by Lauraburnside   

Burnside Village 

"Exquisite and Elegant"

Arguably the most elegant shopping center in Adelaide, Burnside hosts

designer boutiques, classy home wares stores and lots of gourmet

produce, each reflecting the area's affluence. Fashion, gift and specialty

stores, news agencies, chemists and a Coles supermarket will meet all of

your shopping needs, while the Village Market contains an abundance of

delectable temptations. The transparent ceiling and graceful design

create a light and spacious atmosphere, sure to ease the stresses of any

big shopping spree. In addition, cafes and the open-air, vine-covered

courtyard make the most mundane shopping expedition a pleasant

experience.
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 +61 8 8338 1911  www.burnsidevillage.com.

au/

 mail@cohengroup.com.au  447 Portrush Road, Glenside,

Burnside SA
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